
CHANDRAX-ray Center 60 Garden St., Cambridge Massahusetts 02138 USAMEMORANDUMDate: February 4, 2003From: Rihard J. Edgar, for the extended ACIS alibration teamSubjet: Release of FEF �les for CTI Correted front-illuminated ACIS hips at {120 CFile: �edgar/ACIS FI RMF/marple5 ACIS FI RMF/events unor/i1/fef test/ReleaseNotes/release notes.texVersion: 1.9
1 AbstratWe present a new release of ACIS response produts for the ACIS extended imaging array front-sidedevies (hips I0, I1, I2, I3, and S2). These produts are a part of CALDB release 2.21, and are foruse with the CXC implementation of the harge transfer ineÆeny (CTI) orretion software in thenew revision of ais proess events released with iao 2.3. They should be used with data taken at�120Æ C (whih inludes nearly all data taken sine 2000 January 31).These produts were tested against data from the onboard external alibration soure (ECS) takenin the spring of 2000, and against astrophysial soures (mainly the supernova remnant 1E0102-72.3)from alendar year 2000.The gains and line widths are aurate at energies from 1.5 to 6 keV. The gains in nearly every aseto 0.3% or better, and the line widths to better than an ADU.There remain systemati residuals in our E0102 �ts at low energies (0.5{1.2 keV). Gain shifts ofapproximately 0.5{1% are not unommon, and there may be issues with the line widths and/or astro-physial assumptions that went into the analysis.
2 CaveatsNote that these response produts have been tested against data olleted during the �rst few monthsof operation at �120ÆC, 2000 February through 2000 April. We are still in the proess of assessing gaindrifts whih may have ourred sine the spring of alendar year 2000. As of this writing, we believethese e�ets are less than or of order 0.5% per year. At low energies (see the setion below on E0102testing) the e�et seems to be smaller.Gains are within 0.3% for nearly every tile, as determined by �ts to the onboard external alibrationsoure (ECS). This soure has strong lines at just three energies: 1.47, 4.51, and 5.9 keV. At lowerenergies, the produts were tested against the supernova remnant 1E0102-72.3, whih has a relativelysimple, soft, line-dominated spetrum. Some systematis remain in the residuals, whih indiate gainerrors of approximately 0.5{1.0% in some plaes on some hips. There may also be line with issues,and/or inorret astrophysial assumptions in the model used in the �tting.
3 New Files and their AppliationThis doument desribes the following �les, to be released as a part of the Chandra CALDB release2.21:These �les are all found in diretories under $CALDB/data/handra/ais/.
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CTI orreted FEF
� CTI-orreted FEFs:{ pf/fefs/aisD2000-01-29fef pha tiN0002.fits� Gain �le to math the above FEFs:{ bf/gain/aisD2000-01-29gain tiN0001.fits� Trap-map �le for use with ais proess events :{ bf/ti/aisD2000-01-29tiN0002.fitsWe will not disuss here other �les released reently, suh as non-CTI-orreted FEF �les. The N0002FEF �le di�ers from the N0001 �le released with CALDB 2.18 in November 2002 in the orretion of asyntax error in the header. The pratial e�et is of order 1% in the wings of the lines for CTI orretedFI data, and is visible only in very high signal-to-noise data. The orretion will allow this FEF �le tobe used to generate RMFs for non-CTI-orreted data as well, for those hips for whih the CXC CTIorretion is not available (i.e. S array hips other than S2).These response produts have been tested against data olleted during the �rst few months ofoperation at �120ÆC, 2000 February through 2000 April. We are still in the proess of assessing gaindrifts whih may have ourred sine the spring of alendar year 2000. As of this writing, we believethese e�ets are less than or of order 0.5% per year.

4 Generating FI FEF �lesIn this setion, we desribe the generation of the new FI FEF �les.4.1 Brief desription of MIT simulator and addCti.pro programThe MIT PI team (spei�ally Gregory Prigozhin) have developed a Monte-Carlo CCD simulator. Thereare two programs, intended to simulate front-illuminated (FI) and bak-illuminated (BI) devies. Theyare desribed in SPIE papers linked from G. Prigozhin's home pagehttp : ==spae:mit:edu= � gyp=publiations:html:The simulator programs desribed the performane of the devies as they were at the time of launh.Thus, the BI simulator inludes both serial and parallel CTI, while the FI simulator does not inludeCTI, sine it was immeasurably small at the time of the launh.Unfortunately, during the �rst 60 days or so of the mission, substantial damage due to protons withenergies of a few hundred keV ourred in the FI devies. The parallel CTI in the imaging arrays of theFI devies is now rather large. Flight operation tehniques (hiding ACIS during radiation belt passages)has ut the rate of inrease of the CTI to pre-launh preditions, but the damage has been done.In order to assess the degree of CTI, to simulate it, and to some extent orret it, the MIT PIteam (notably Bev Lamarr and Catherine Grant) with the ollaboration of the PSU PI team (speialthanks to Leisa Townsley and Pat Broos) developed trap map �les, whih are used by the CXC CTIorretor (whih uses algorithms due to C. Grant and L. Townsley and others). These same �les wereinorporated into a post-proessor for the MIT FI CCD simulator whih degrades event pulse heightsin a manner similar to the physial hardware, resulting in lower total pulse heights, poorer resolution,and grade hanges, all very nearly as observed in the ight data.It is this ombination whih we used to simulate the performane of the instrument for purposes ofgenerating response matrix produts. We ran the full-hip, di�use illuminated simulations with the FIsimulator program, and then degraded them using Bev LaMarr's addCti.pro program. 2 / 24



CTI orreted FEF
4.2 Fatorization of ResponseThe BI FEF �les released in August 2001 had seperately modeled response funtions at 58 energiesfor eah 32x32 pixel tile on node 1 of the S3 hip. An attempt to do a similar development for the FIhips failed, beause the large parallel CTI makes the response hange too rapidly aross the hip for areasonable set of starting funtions to �t the response for all tiles. For this method to proeed, manual�tting of the spetrum at eah energy for eah tile would have been required.Alexey Vikhlinin pointed out that the response an be fatorized into two parts: one representingthe response of the undamaged CCD hip, and the other representing the e�ets of CTI during thereadout proess.Aordingly, we have obtained �t funtions for these two fators, and we onvolve them to obtainthe FEF �les for the full range of positions on the FI hips.4.3 Non-CTI-degraded Response FEFA funtional form was developed whih inludes 5 Gaussians (to represent the peaks in the pulse heightspetrum), a ontinuum onsisting of a power law, and an additional broad Gaussian modi�ed by errorfuntion (erf) and omplimentary error funtion (erf) uto�s. It is intended that this funtion shouldrepresent the response of the undamaged CCD. Funtions of this form were �t to the response fromthe MIT FI CCD simulator (without the CTI degradation of the addCti.pro program) for 89 energiesranging from 0.1 to 12.0 keV.4.4 Derivation of the CTI Satter MatrixThe CTI e�ets are enoded into a \CTI Satter Matrix." The satter matrix is substantially simplerthan the full instrument response. It is ontinuous in energy, without edges or other jump disontinuities.We �nd it adequate to model this aspet of the instrument response with a funtion onsisting of twosummed Gaussians. These funtions were �t by an automati sript, using the results of the addCti.proprogram from the MIT PI team. This was done for 256x32 pixel regions (full node width in hipx, by32 pixels in hipy) for every node of the FI hips in question (I0, I1, I2, I3, and S2).4.5 ConvolutionThe CTI satter matrix is then onvolved in an approximate way with the undamaged response �leas follows. Sine the onvolution of a Gaussian with another Gaussian is in turn a Gaussian funtion,negleting the CTI e�ets in the power-law tail of the response, we obtain a funtion onsisting of 12Gaussian funtions to represent the peaks in the response and the Gaussian part of the tail, plus theoriginal, unonvolved, power-law tail �t funtion.4.6 Gain TweakingData from alibration observations of the on-board external alibration soure (ECS) runs from a 3-month period in the spring of 2000 (from when the temperature was lowered to -120 C at the end of2000 January) were oadded. The data were CTI orreted and split into the same tiles mentionedabove by their hipx and hipy oordinates and PHA spetra were extrated. The strong lines (Al K-�at 1.49 keV; Ti K-� and K-� at 4.511 and 4.932 keV; and Mn K-� and K-� at 5.900 and 6.490) inthe spetrum of the ECS were then �t using the trial response matries. An xspe model onsisting of5 Gaussian lines with widths set to near zero, and energies set to the above values and then allowedto oat, was used to �t these spetra. A matrix of errors in the entroids was prepared, and used to
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CTI orreted FEF
E (keV) Line Node Avg Err Max Err Median Err1.487 Al K�� I00 0.0757 0.5380 0.06731.487 Al K�� I01 0.0441 0.3362 0.06731.487 Al K�� I02 0.0463 0.3362 0.06731.487 Al K�� I03 0.0504 0.4035 0.06734.510 Ti K�� I00 0.0042 0.2217 0.00004.510 Ti K�� I01 0.0152 0.2882 0.02224.510 Ti K�� I02 0.0111 0.1996 0.00004.510 Ti K�� I03 0.0042 0.1109 0.00005.898 Mn K�� I00 0.0016 0.1356 0.00005.898 Mn K�� I01 0.0016 0.1017 0.00005.898 Mn K�� I02 0.0048 0.0848 0.00855.898 Mn K�� I03 0.0021 0.1526 0.0000Table 1: Summary Statistis for the I0 Energy Fit Parameters. Errors are in perent.

derive a smooth \gain tweak". This allows the gain of the physial ampli�ers of the ACIS devies tobe modeled empirially. The CTI satter matries were adjusted aordingly, re-onvolved with theundamaged CCD response, and a new FEF �le was produed.This proess was repeated as needed until all energies in the K-� lines in the ECS were �t to apreision of better then 0.3%.
5 Testing5.1 External Calibration SoureSine the ECS data were used in the gain tweaking step above, we are already guaranteed that thegain mathes at these energies to within the 0.3% energy spei�ation. We inlude summary statistialtables of the �ts we performed, and sample plots at the bottom, middle, and top of one node on eahof the 5 FI hips.The lak of any strong lines below 1.5 keV in the ECS spetrum fores us to look to astrophysialsoures for veri�ation of the FEFs at low energies.
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E (keV) Line Node Avg Err Max Err Median Err1.487 Al K�� I10 0.0484 0.4035 0.00001.487 Al K�� I11 0.0546 0.6725 0.00001.487 Al K�� I12 0.0252 0.4707 0.06731.487 Al K�� I13 0.0462 0.3362 0.06734.510 Ti K�� I10 0.0139 0.1996 0.01114.510 Ti K�� I11 0.0014 0.1109 0.00004.510 Ti K�� I12 0.0014 0.1330 0.02224.510 Ti K�� I13 0.0049 0.1552 0.00005.898 Mn K�� I10 0.0037 0.1187 0.00005.898 Mn K�� I11 0.0011 0.0848 0.00005.898 Mn K�� I12 0.0027 0.1017 0.00005.898 Mn K�� I13 0.0000 0.0678 0.0000Table 2: Summary Statistis for the I1 Energy Fit Parameters. Errors are in perent.
E (keV) Line Node Avg Err Max Err Median Err1.487 Al K�� I20 0.0589 0.4707 0.03361.487 Al K�� I21 0.0483 0.3362 0.03361.487 Al K�� I22 0.0504 0.3362 0.06731.487 Al K�� I23 0.0568 0.3362 0.06734.510 Ti K�� I20 0.0021 0.1552 0.00004.510 Ti K�� I21 0.0090 0.1109 0.00004.510 Ti K�� I22 0.0686 0.3326 0.05544.510 Ti K�� I23 0.0083 0.2439 0.00005.898 Mn K�� I20 0.0032 0.1187 0.00855.898 Mn K�� I21 0.0058 0.2035 0.00005.898 Mn K�� I22 0.0217 0.3052 0.00855.898 Mn K�� I23 0.0032 0.2035 0.0000Table 3: Summary Statistis for the I2 Energy Fit Parameters. Errors are in perent.
E (keV) Line Node Avg Err Max Err Median Err1.487 Al K�� I30 0.0483 0.3362 0.06731.487 Al K�� I31 0.0357 0.4707 0.06731.487 Al K�� I32 0.0588 0.4707 0.03361.487 Al K�� I33 0.0525 0.2690 0.06734.510 Ti K�� I30 0.0111 0.1996 0.00004.510 Ti K�� I31 0.0007 0.1996 0.00004.510 Ti K�� I32 0.0049 0.2217 0.00004.510 Ti K�� I33 0.0166 0.1996 0.00005.898 Mn K�� I30 0.0042 0.1187 0.00855.898 Mn K�� I31 0.0244 0.3391 0.00005.898 Mn K�� I32 0.0021 0.1356 0.00005.898 Mn K�� I33 0.0069 0.1356 0.0085Table 4: Summary Statistis for the I3 Energy Fit Parameters. Errors are in perent.
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E (keV) Line Node Avg Err Max Err Median Err1.487 Al K�� S20 0.0420 0.2018 0.06731.487 Al K�� S21 0.0357 0.4707 0.06731.487 Al K�� S22 0.0378 0.2690 0.00001.487 Al K�� S23 0.0567 0.3362 0.06734.510 Ti K�� S20 0.0021 0.4213 0.01114.510 Ti K�� S21 0.0146 0.3769 0.02224.510 Ti K�� S22 0.0152 0.1996 0.01114.510 Ti K�� S23 0.0270 0.4656 0.00005.898 Mn K�� S20 0.0080 0.2204 0.00855.898 Mn K�� S21 0.0048 0.1696 0.00855.898 Mn K�� S22 0.0318 0.4747 0.02545.898 Mn K�� S23 0.0005 0.2543 0.0085Table 5: Summary Statistis for the S2 Energy Fit Parameters. Errors are in perent.

Figure 1: Fits to external alibration soure lines: I0 1, hipy=[1:32℄ (left), [481:512℄ (enter), and[993:1024℄ (right). Lines are Al K{� (top), Ti K{� (middle), and Mn K{� (bottom).
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Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1 but for I11

Figure 3: Same as Fig. 1 but for I21
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Figure 4: Same as Fig. 1 but for I31

Figure 5: Same as Fig. 1 but for S21
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CTI orreted FEF
5.2 E0102The SMC supernova remnant (SNR) 1E0102-72.3 is in some ways a nearly ideal alibration soure,whih niely omplements the onboard external alibration soure. The bright x-ray ring of this SNR isprodued by a reverse shok propagating into the supernova ejeta, a gas omposed almost exlusivelyof oxygen and neon, with no detetible iron. The spetrum onsists of the helium-like triplet of linesfrom O VII and Ne IX, and the Lyman Alpha lines of hydrogeni O VIII and Ne X. At higher energiesone also sees Mg and Si lines, at muh lower levels. The absene of iron in the spetrum makes theneon lines at 0.9-1.02 keV usable for alibration purposes.We have developed a spetral model in xspe for use in gain alibrations. It is based on lineratios taken from the HETG team's observation of this remnant (thanks to Kathy Flanagan and AmyFredriks for the private ommuniation). We have �xed the line ratios within the oxygen omplex oflines, and within the neon omplex of lines, but allowed the normalizations of the two omplexes tovary independently. We have also allowed the line positions of the two omplexes to vary independently,allowing two \gain" parameters, with the positions of the lines within eah omplex �xed relative toone another. There is, in addition, an absorbed thermal Bremsstrahlung model inluded. The line toontinuum ratio for this soure is quite large.Table 6 shows results of �tting for gains in the oxygen (0.5{0.7 keV) and neon (0.9{1.1 keV) energyranges. We list the best �t gain and the 90% on�dene limits, as well as the date of the observation,the hipy tile used from the FEF �le, and other data desribing the observation. We have inluded datafrom all of alendar year 2000, sine the data from the spring 2000 inlude only a few nodes of a fewFI hips. The oxygen range gains are generally within about 0.5% of unity, while the neon range gainstend to be a bit more sattered.Data from later epohs are inluded (Table 7) for ompleteness, though we did not adjust the urrentFEFs to math them. It an be seen from the �tted gains that there is not muh time dependene atlow energies. Work is underway to ompare these FEFs to the external alibration soure for epohslater than spring 2000 to verify the performane at higher energies as a funtion of time.An examination of the �gures (6{13) will show the harater of the systemati residuals at lowenergies. In part these are due to the gain errors tabulated in Table 6, or line width issues. However,another e�et that may ontribute to the residuals may inlude an insuÆiently exible soure model.The HETG-inspired model made ertain assumptions about quantum eÆienies and astrophysis inorder to derive line ratios we used. When the images in the various He-like line triplets overlap in theraw HETG data, an assumption must be made about the spatial struture of the SNR in eah of theonstituent lines.
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Figure 6: Best �t spetra of obsids 440 (top) and 420 (bottom) on I32. Obsid 440 is taken near theaimpoint (top of the hip), and so has large CTI e�ets. The dramatially better spetral resolutionan be seen in Obsid 420, taken 7 armin o� axis, near the hip readout.
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Figure 7: Best �t spetra of obsids 136 (top) and 140 (bottom) on I32.
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Figure 8: Best �t spetrum of obsids 439 on I32.
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Figure 9: Best �t spetra of obsids 444 (top) and 445 (bottom) on I10.
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Figure 10: Best �t spetrum of obsids 1510 (top) on S22.
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Figure 11: Best �t spetra of obsids 1313 (top) and 1314 (bottom) on I33.
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Figure 12: Best �t spetra of obsids 1315 (top) on I32, and 1316 (bottom) on I31.
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Figure 13: Best �t spetrum of obsids 1317 I30.
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START DATE OBSID hipy O gain O limits Ne gain Ne limits CCD,node2000�03�14 02:34:08.0 420 97:128 1.0020 1.0018:1.0030 1.0060 1.0041:1.0063 I322000�03�16 04:19:06.0 136 449:480 1.0048 1.0031:1.0066 0.9970 0.9969:0.9972 I322000�04�04 05:53:19.0 140 289:320 1.0072 1.0071:1.0075 0.9980 0.9971:0.9981 I322000�04�04 08:31:15.0 439 673:704 0.9977 0.9958:0.9982 0.9848 0.9835:0.9851 I322000�04�04 10:44:35.0 440 897:928 1.0005 1.0000:1.0017 0.9990 0.9983:0.9995 I322000�04�30 08:19:44.0 444 97:128 1.0085 1.0034:1.0097 1.0036 1.0031:1.0037 I102000�04�30 11:00:54.0 445 481:512 1.0000 0.9985:1.0006 0.9968 0.9968:0.9971 I102000�12�10 16:19:18.0 1510 481:512 0.9931 0.9930:0.3333 0.9865 0.9861:0.9875 S222000�12�15 11:33:58.0 1313 97:128 1.0047 1.0024:1.0065 0.9980 0.9969:0.9972 I332000�12�15 13:58:28.0 1314 449:480 1.0043 1.0027:1.0048 0.9970 0.9968:0.9973 I332000�12�15 16:06:58.0 1315 449:480 1.0048 1.0031:1.0064 0.9970 0.9970:0.9972 I322000�12�15 18:15:27.0 1316 449:480 0.9900 0.9888:0.9907 0.9865 0.9863:0.9870 I312000�12�15 20:23:58.0 1317 449:480 0.9847 0.9844:0.9865 0.9813 0.9806:0.9834 I302000�12�15 22:32:27.0 1527 545:576 0.9933 0.9931:0.9937 0.9914 0.9913:0.9916 I012000�12�16 00:40:57.0 1528 417:448 0.9931 0.9930:0.9936 0.9969 0.9968:0.9971 I112000�12�16 02:49:27.0 1529 513:544 0.9933 0.9931:0.9936 0.9969 0.9968:0.9970 I21Table 6: Results of gain �tting for E0102 in alendar year 2000
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START DATE OBSID hipy O gain O limits Ne gain Ne limits CCD,node2001�06�05 06:33:56.0 1533 97:128 1.0050 1.0027:1.0096 0.9990 0.9980:1.0001 I332001�06�05 08:58:30.0 1534 481:512 0.9931 0.9931:0.9943 0.9865 0.9864:0.9870 I332001�06�05 11:16:14.0 1535 481:512 0.9903 0.9890:0.9906 0.9865 0.9860:0.9876 I322001�06�05 13:34:00.0 1536 481:512 0.9931 0.9930:0.9938 0.9865 0.9858:0.9874 I312001�06�05 15:53:22.0 1537 481:512 0.9913 0.9887:0.9919 0.9970 0.9968:0.9972 I302001�06�05 18:14:18.0 1542 513:544 0.9931 0.9931:0.9941 0.9865 0.9864:0.9875 I012001�06�05 20:33:36.0 1543 481:512 0.9931 0.9930:0.9935 0.9865 0.9864:0.9876 I112001�06�05 22:51:21.0 1544 513:544 0.9931 0.9930:0.9936 0.9970 0.9968:0.9972 I212001�06�06 10:59:06.0 1539 481:512 0.9931 0.9930:0.9940 0.9865 0.9861:0.9870 S222001�12�05 12:26:14.7 2835 97:128 1.0048 1.0031:1.0084 1.0045 1.0039:1.0045 I332001�12�05 14:44:44.7 2836 449:480 0.9903 0.9890:0.9911 0.9940 0.9938:0.9942 I332001�12�05 17:03:14.7 2837 449:480 0.9931 0.9931:0.9932 0.9865 0.9859:0.9878 I322001�12�05 19:21:44.7 2838 449:480 0.9931 0.9930:0.9938 0.9865 0.9861:0.9877 I312001�12�05 21:40:14.7 2839 449:480 0.9931 0.9931:0.9936 0.9865 0.9850:0.9879 I302001�12�05 23:58:44.7 2840 513:544 0.9931 0.9931:0.9935 0.9865 0.9863:0.9873 I012001�12�06 02:17:14.7 2841 449:480 0.9931 0.9931:0.9943 0.9865 0.9861:0.9889 I112001�12�06 04:35:44.7 2842 513:544 0.9905 0.9930:0.9935 0.9865 0.9863:0.9876 I212001�12�09 01:54:00.2 2847 481:512 0.9903 0.9890:0.9922 0.9865 0.9859:0.9870 S222002�06�21 02:08:00.0 2857 97:128 1.0050 1.0047:1.0062 0.9970 0.9969:0.9971 I332002�06�21 04:35:33.0 2858 481:512 0.9930 0.9931:0.9938 0.9865 0.9863:0.9873 I332002�06�21 06:55:43.0 2859 481:512 0.9931 0.9930:0.9936 0.9865 0.9864:0.9872 I322002�06�21 09:15:53.0 2860 481:512 0.9931 0.9930:0.9942 0.9865 0.9859:0.9873 I312002�06�21 11:36:03.0 2861 481:512 0.9932 0.9931:0.9937 0.9865 0.9862:0.9872 I302002�06�21 14:02:29.4 2862 513:544 0.9931 0.9931:0.9939 0.9865 0.9859:0.9872 I012002�06�21 16:16:23.0 2863 481:512 0.9934 0.9930:0.9936 0.9865 0.9862:0.9866 I112002�06�21 18:36:33.0 2864 513:544 1.0050 1.0037:1.0060 0.9970 0.9968:0.9972 I212002�06�22 08:49:03.0 2854 481:512 0.9931 0.9930:0.9937 0.9865 0.9865:0.9875 S22Table 7: Results of gain �tting for E0102 in alendar year 2001 through June, 200219/24
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parameter best�t min maxobsid 1724 iao 2.3 aldb 2.21 NH 2.66 2.57 2:75� 1022index 2.004 1.947 2.062norm 2.22 2.041 2:422� 10�2obsid 1724 iao 2.2.1, aldb 2.17 NH 2.69 2.60 2:78� 1022index 2.023 1.966 2.082norm 2.55 2.342 2:78� 10�2obsid 1726 iao 2.3 aldb 2.21 NH 2.52 2.43 2:61� 1022index 1.880 1.824 1.936norm 1.86 1.715 2:028� 10�2obsid 1726 iao 2.2.1, aldb 2.17 NH 2.46 2.37 2:54� 1022index 1.835 1.779 1.888norm 1.77 1.625 1:913� 10�2Table 8: Results of �tting G21.5, with and without CTI orretion

5.3 The Crab-like Supernova Remnant G21.5The supernova remnant G21.5-0.9 is a enter-�lled synhrotron nebula, muh like the Crab. Thespetrum an be well �t by an absorbed powerlaw, though the powerlaw index depends on what partof the nebula is extrated. The absorbing olumn NH = 2 � 3 � 1022m�2, whih results in nearly allthe photons below about 1.2 keV being absorbed.For further details on this objet, see Slane et al. 2000 ApJL, 533, L29, (2000).We have �t two ACIS-I observations of G21.5 (obs 1724 & 1726) both observations were done on May24, 2000. Obs 1724 is at an o�set of �5:5 armin while obs 1726 is at an o�set of �2:25 armin. Bothwere �t with an abosrbed powerlaw model in xspe. Both Observations were done at a temperature of-120 C. We �t them with the newly released response matries, CTI orretor, iao 2.3 and CALDB2.21 (top panels in �gs 14 and 15), and also using previously released data redution and analysis tools,iao 2.2.1 and CALDB 2.17. The results agree within errors.
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Figure 14: G21.5 spetra of obsid 1724, �5:5 armin o� axis. Top: CTI-orreted, proessed with iao2.3 and CALDB 2.21. Bottom: unorreted, proessed with iao 2.2.1 and CALDB 2.17.
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Figure 15: As for 15 but for obsid 1726, �2:25 armin o� axis.
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5.4 Distant Cluster l0016+16As another example of a spetral �t using CTI orretion, Alexey Vikhlinin has analyzed an observationof a bright distant luster, l0016+16, using the CTI orretor, and using unorreted data. The soureregion extends over 15 FEF tiles in two nodes of the I3 hip (nodes 2 and 3).He �ts a model of a single-temperature plasma, absorbed by a �xed (Galati) olumn: wabs (mekal). The redshift is �xed at 0.541 (obtained from optial observations) and the olumn density is�xed at the Galati value in this diretion: 4:07� 1020 m�2.Using the CTI orretor, he obtains kT = 10:09 � 0:49 keV, abundanes depleted by a fator of0:288�0:053, and a normalization fator (emission measure in native xspe units) of (3:67�0:66)�10�3.Use of unorreted PI responses gives kT = 9:82�0:49 keV, abundane 0:215�:0492, and a normalizationof (3:48�0:65)�10�3. So we see the �t parameters are the same within errors. In addition, the reduedhi squared statisti dereases from 1.29 (no CTI orretion) to 0.88 (with CTI orretion).The PI response matries used here are obtained dynamially from PHA FEF �les, using the newfeature of mkrmf released with iao version 2.3 (\PI on the y").Note also a visible improvement in the energy resolution at the iron line near 4.5 keV. This is theHelium-like iron K{� line with rest energy E = 6:7 keV, redshifted by z = 0:541.
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Figure 16: Best PI �t to distant luster l0016+16 with CTI-orreted FEFs. The region extends over15 tiles and two nodes, I32 and I33. �2� = 0:88.

Figure 17: Best PI �t to distant luster l0016+16 with existing, released, non-CTI-orreted FEFs.�2� = 1:29.
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